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“National Goals” Based 
On Presidential Study
Henry M. Wriston, Chairman of the 
President’s Commission on National 
Goals, will host a new television series, 
N A T IO N A L  G O A LS, which will pre­
miere on Channel 11, W E N H -T V , 
Monday evening, April 17, at 7:30 p.m.
In December 1960, a red-white-and 
blue paperback book appeared across 
the country, the result of almost a 
year of hard work and thought by a 
commission that President Eisenhower 
had established to define the problems 
of the coming decade. The President’s 
Commission on National Goals pub­
lished its findings in a series o f brief 
analytical essays collected under the 
title Goals for Americans. This tele­
vision series, N A T IO N A L  G O A LS, is 
based on some o f the findings.
During the six half-hour programs, 
such authorities as Erwin D. Canham, 
editor o f the Christian Science Moni­
tor, Martin Ochs of the -Chattanooga 
Times, William P. Bundy, Asst. Secre­
tary o f Defense, and Lincoln Gordon. 
Professor of International Relations at 
Harvard University, will probe in depth 
such problems as education, economic 
growth, arts and sciences, U. S. W orld 
Posture, and The Need to Re-examine 
National Goals.
Aptitude Tests Needed 
For O. T. Courses
Students who plan to enter the Occu 
pational Therapy Curriculum next Sep­
tember are expected to take the Aptitude 
Tests which will be given on the follow­
ing dates in Paul CAC, Room A-219.
Wednesday, April 19, 7-10 p.m.
Wednesday, April 26, 7-10 p.m.
Please sign your name on the list which 
is posted on the door of Room 214, Paul 
CAC, before April 17 or 24, if you plan 
to take the tests.
Students who have not taken the tests 
will not be considered for admission into 
the Occupational Therapy Curriculum.
HUAC Investigates Entertainment 
Field, Jails Folk Singer Seeger
BY RICHARD GROVER
W hile the U N H  student body was resting from its collective la­
bors, the H ouse Un-American Activities Committee was working 
tirelessly toward its goal of exposing communist activity in this 
country.
Critics of the Committee have charged 
that Representative Walter and his col­
leagues have accomplished so little, and 
that in such a dubious manner, as to 
question the Committee’s utility. But dn 
March 29, Pete Seeger was convicted in 
a Federal court of contempt of Congress, 
and sentenced to a year in jail. He was 
indicted in 1957 on ten counts of con­
tempt, stemming from his refusal to 
answer questions before the HUAC dur­
ing the 1955 investigations into com­
munist infiltration into show business.
Seeger’s Saga
Seeger, who lives in Beacon, N. Y., is 
42, married and has three children, and 
is a folk singer and composer. He former­
ly played the banjo and sang lead tenor 
with the Weavers, and currently appears 
solo.
Asst. U. S. Attorney Irving Younger 
emphasized that the case was a question 
of criminal contempt, not of whether or 
not Mr. Seeger was a member of the 
Communist Party.
Paul Ross, Seeger’s lawyer, stated, “ It 
is our contention that in no instance in 
this committee’s investigation was the 
matter of national security, esponiage, 
sabotage, or the advocating of the violent 
overthrow of the government involved.”
In the original hearings, Seeger testified 
that he had never done anything of a 
conspiratorial nature, and refused only 
to answer about his ideological back­
ground.
HUAC in Hollywood
In 1952, the HUAC had held investi­
gations in Hollywood. Some of the in- 
vestigatees refused to answer questions 
but some important people did cooper­
ate. Lee J. Cobb, Jerome Robbins, and 
Elia Kazan admitted their own past ac­
tivities and gave the Committee names 
of people in show business who they said 
had been communists.
In 1955, the Committee held hearings 
in New York to try to determine whether 
2 unions, Actors Equity and the Ameri­
can Federation of Radio and Television 
Artists, were communist controlled, and 
it was at this time, that Seeger was in­
volved.
Investigate Theatre
23 witnesses were called before the 
Committee. One man talked freely, 18 
refused to answer questions on constitu­
tional grounds, invoking as many as 8 
amendments, and 3 other people declined 
to answer on ethical grounds.
Philip Leeds, an actor, stated, “ Sir, I 
believe it is the privilege of a United 
States citizen to believe in Yogi Berra 
or that lanolin will save the world if he 
wishes. I decline to answer because you 
are invading my privacy.”
One woman, a Mrs. d’Usseau wasn’t 
even in show business, but was merely 
the wife of a writer who had been in­
vestigated 2 years previously.
John Randolph, an actor, said, “ This 
committee has served only to create an 
atmosphere of fear, conformity, and black­
list in the theater.”
Bernard Baruch attended one of the 
sessions, and commented to reporters that 
a person with nothing to hide had noth­
ing to fear.
Kraber and Kazan
An executive producer at CBS, Tony 
Kraber testified that he had resigned “by 
mutual agreement” after the president of 
CBS had heard that Kraber might 
get a subpoena from HUAC. When Mr.
Kraber was told that he had been identi­
fied by Elia Kazan as a communist, Mr.
Kraber asked if that was the same Mr.
Kazan who signed a $500,000 contract the 
day after appearing before the Commit­
tee.
The New York Times’ account of the 
proceedings states that the sympathies of 
the spectators were strongly on the side 
of defendents, except for a contingent of 
elderly ladies from the DAR, who were 
quite shocked at the exposures. At one 
time, Congressman Walter said he 
thought that 99 percent of the people who 
had been heard were Reds.
The inquiry lasted for a week, and 
Seeger was called on the last day. He 
rejected the whole line of questioning 
put to him as illegal and immoral. He 
refused to identify a picture of himself 
allegedly taking part in a May Day 
parade. His name had appeared several 
times in the Daily Worker, advertising 
his appearance as a singer. When asked 
if this was true, he replied, “ I ’d refuse 
to answer that question whether it was 
a quote from the New York Times or the 
Vegetarian Journal.”
Representative Willis called one song 
that Seeger had sung a “ slimy satire” on 
the American constitution and Bill of 
Rights. Seeger answered that he’d sung 
that song, “ Wasn’t That The Time,” in 
front of Americans of all social classes, 
from hobo jungles to the Rockefellers.
“ I resent the suggestion that because my 
opinion may be different from yours it 
is any less American.”
On August 18, 1955, a New York 
Times editorial questioned the wisdom 
and necessity of the hearings, and asked 
“Why single out a profession so remote­
ly removed from the realm of national 
security?”
S em i-S ecre t John Birch S ocie ty  
Kicks U p  N a tio n a l, State D eba te
Petition Against 
Spread of Nuclear 
Weapons Circulating
by Alice Boodey
“An Appeal To Stop The Spread 
Of Nuclear Weapons” —  this marks
the beginning of Linus Pauling’s peti 
tion which has been circulating through 
out the University of New Hampshire 
and the nation. One made its way to 
the Student Union bulletin board but 
was defaced by some of the Universi­
ty’s students. The rest o f the circula­
tion has been carried on by individual 
students. Refusals are not rare; neither 
are signers.
Mr. Pauling, Nobel Prize winner in 
Chemistry, expects to bring 100,000 
names to a meeting o f N A T O . 100,000 
people who “ believe that stockpiles of 
nuclear weapons should not be allowed 
to spread to any more nations. . .”  and 
who ask that “all nations increase their 
efforts to achieve total and universal 
disarmament with a system of interna­
tional controls and inspection such as 
to insure to the greatest possible ex­
tent the safety of all nations and all 
people.
Mixed Reaction
The University of New Hampshire, 
so far, has submitted about eighty 
names to this statement. The reactions 
of students and professors, alike, have 
been interesting, amusing, and fright­
ening. They range from “ W ell, I really 
don’t know that much about it —  I ’d 
better ask my father;” “ W h o ’s Paul­
in g ;” “ This is dangerous;” (this per­
son next admitted he had not read the 
petition) “ I never sign anything;” “ Ten 
years ago I would never have signed 
this;” to “ Thank you for bringing this 
ot m e ;” and “ N o !”
Many people have found that they 
disagree with what the petition says; 
many refusals came from those who 
would not read it. The U N H  signers 
add their names to a list which includes 
such notables as Albert Schweitzer, 
Alan Paton, Mark Van Doren, W . D. 
Snodgrass, Cyrus Eaton, and many 
others.
Correction
In the March 30th issue of the 
New Hampshire, an error was 
made concerning the results of The 
UNH College Bowl. It was Alpha 
Xi Delta not Alpha Chi Omega 






All was relatively quiet on the Fort 
Lauderdale front last week —  as quiet 
as 40,000 college students can be. The 
national press and motion pictures 
have thoroughly explored and exposed 
“ where the boys are” , so much so that 
those of us who couldn’t make the trip 
feel “ like we’ve been there before.”
The more adventurous 175 or so 
U N H  vacationers who did traverse 
Route 301, found the sundrenched, 
watery paradise lacked the riots of the 
previous week.
Reason For Riots
According to one of our students, the 
cause of the riots had been a police ban 
on evening beach parties. With little 
else to do besides partying, the college 
crowd objected to their being arrested 
for building bonfires. Last week, how 
ever, large sections o f Jade and Pom ­
pano beaches (bordering Fort Lauder­
dale) were roped off, and America’s 
youth were allowed to cavort through 
the nights around their giant fires. The 
municipal officials also blocked off the 
streets for dances.
Daylight found the sun-worshippers 
thronging the streets as they inces­
santly bounced from the beach to the 
bars. The Elbo Room, Omar’s Tent, 
The Propellor Club, The S t u d e n t  
Prince, and Porky’s were the most 
frequented thirst quenching stations. 
They typified the college-student-gear 
ed atmosphere of the town, especially 
in their favoring of jazz.
Collegian’s Delight
A  collegian’s delight, it is no wonder 
that all the States and Canada were 
represented. Some students stayed lon­
ger than a week in spite o f classes 
Boys, on the unfortunate side o f the 10 
to 1 ratio, slept in cars and on the 
beach. Accommodations were crowded 
and expensive. Some beach-front rooms 
cost $23.00 per day.
Reportedly seen in large force were 
Kappa Sigma’s, Alpha X i’s, Theta 
Chi’s, Phi Mu Delta’s, and Sawyer 
girls.
Impromptu Diversions
Impromptu Lim bo contests, bongo 
and guitar solos, jazz combos on the 
sand —  complete with piano —  and a 
200 person, follow-the-leader line kept 
the beach lively and held up traffic 
throughout the week.
Amidst the rollicking funsters, on a 
platform on the beach across from The 
Elbo Room, another impromptu diver­
sion appeared. After some spiritual 
melodies from Anita Bryant, the Mayor 
o f Fort Lauderdale introduced Billy 
Graham. Prepared to jeer and laugh 
the speaker down, the college crowd 
was soon quieted and attracted by the 
dynamic man. In his frank, youthful 
and courageous manner he asked the 
students “ W hat are your goals? W hat 
do you want out o f life?” Some one 
yelled, “ Sex!”
Annual UNH Night at Pops 
Coming to Boston May 10
The tenth annual “UNH Night at the 
Pops” is coming to Symphony Hall in 
Boston on May 10. The program, which 
begins at 8 :30 p.m., will include the 
Boston Pops orchestra under the direc­
tion of Arthur Fiedler, and the Universi­
ty Concert Choir, directed by Karl H. 
Bratton.
Professor Donald H. Steele of the 
UNH music department will be guest 
soloist.
Students may purchase tickets at stu­
dent rates of $2.50, $3.00 and $3.50 at 
the bookstore, and may also reserve 
tables for five.
Alumni and friends may make reserva­
tions for the Pops and the cocktail party 
preceding it by contacting Mr. John P. 
Driscoll, Jr. ’54, of the Boston Alumni 
Club at 356 Broadway, Somerville, Mass., 
before May 2.
Official Notices
A ll students are responsible for knowledge 
o f notices appearing here.
English C, Improvement in Read­
ing. There will be two sections 
(starting Wednesday, April 12): 
M W F  11 in Mk. Aud; and M W F  1 
in Mk. 14. Students need not regis­
ter for this course. No student will 
be admitted after Monday, April 17.
Seniors: If you have changed your 
name since you made out the “ No­
tice of Intent to Graduate” form, 
please go .to the Registrar’s Office 
and change the name to read as you 
want it on your diploma.
Scholarships: A reminder that the 
deadline for filing scholarship ap­
plications is April 15.
Ultra-Right W ingers Plug Keene  
Papers, Radio W ith  Propaganda
Free Film
On Sunday, April 16, C.A. will pre­
sent a timely film, “ Mark of The Hawk.” 
Filmed in Africa, it deals with faith in 
conflict with fanatic terrorism. Starring 
Sidney Poitier, Juano Hernandez, John 
Mclntire, and Eartha Kitt, this techni­
color film will be shown in the MUB 
Strafford Room at 6:30 p.m.
Combined Choir of 
250 Students, Sings 
Brahms Requiem
The Department of Music will present 
the Requiem, by Johannes Brahms, on 
Wednesday, April 19, 1961 at 8:00 p.m. 
in the Theater of the Paul Creative Arts 
Center. According to Professor Bratton 
“the Requiem is one of the finest choral 
works and very popular with orchestras.” 
The original is in German but the English 
version will be used.
The participating groups, consisting of 
approximately two hundred and fifty stu­
dents, will be the Men’s and Women’s 
Glee Clubs and the Concert Choir being 
blended into one big chorus and accom­
panied by the University Symphony Or­
chestra. A Kinsman Organ recently given 
to the Department of Music by Kins­
man of Laconia will supplement the per­
formance.
Professional Soloists
The soloists will be Mrs. Meredyth 
Manns Jones, Soprano, and Mr. John J. 
Zei, Baritone. Mrs. Jones is a former 
instructor in the Department of Music. 
Mr. John Zei is the Director of the 
UNH Men’s and Women’s Glee Club 
and Instructor of Voice. Both soloists 
are well known in the concert field for 
their many professional appearances.
The entire production will be conducted 
by Mr. Howard Boyajian, Director of 
the University Symphony Orchestra.
Tickets for the evening may be pur­
chased at the Bookstore, Wildcat, and 
College Shop, beginning April 13, and 
the Box Office in the Theater lobby the 
night of the performance. There will be 
no reserved seats. The admission is 75 
cents. The performance will last about 
one hour.
Lt. Gen. O 'N e ill 
Inspects U N H  
A rm y Facilities
Lt. Gen. Edward J. O ’Neill, Com­
manding General of the 1st US Army 
will inspect Army facilities at the Uni­
versity of New Hampshire ROTC De­
partment, Monday, 17 April 1961.
As Commanding General of the 1st 
Army, General O’Neill is responsible for 
all army activities in the North Eastern 
portion of the United States. Within this 
area the army operates 38 ROTC units 
all of which are under General O ’Neill’s 
command. As the active army receives 
over 14,000 lieutenants annually from the 
ROTC, this phase of the command is of 
vital concern to the United States Army.
General O’Neill is no stranger to New 
England or to the ROTC program. A 
native of St. Albans, Vermont, he grad­
uated from the University of Vermont in 
1924, where he received a commission in 
the regular army through ROTC.
During his visit at Durham, General 
O’Neill will be briefed on the Army ac­
tivities at the University by Lt. Col. 
Joseph P. Stabler, Professor of Military 
Science. Following the briefing an in­
spection will be made of the Army facili­
ties at the school. General O’Neill will 
visit with Dr. Eldon L. Johnson, Presi­
dent of the University of New Hamp­
shire prior to his departure for Bowdoin 
College in Brunswick, Maine.
During World War II General O’Neill 
served with V I Corps as G-4. This 
Corps was the first American unit to 
fight its way onto the continent of 
Europe. During the landings at Anzio, 
General O’Neill developed the roll on 
roll off system of amphibious operations. 
In the final months of the war, he was 
G-4 of the 5th Army and was responsible 
for the logistical support which preceded 
the breakout into the Po Valley and the 
surrender of the German forces in Italy.
As a veteran of some of the hardest 
campaigns of World War II, General 
O’Neill was designated in 1958 to select 
the Unknown Soldier of World War II. 
This Unknown Soldier was shipped 
across the Atlantic and buried at the 
tomb of the Unknown Soldier in Arling­
ton, Virginia.
By Steve Taylor
Another stormy controversy was sweep­
ing across the State of New Hampshire 
this week as various newspapers ran a 
swarm of editorials and news stories on 
the John Birch Society. The Birch So­
ciety is a national organization which is 
seeking drastic changes in United States 
policies, with drastic methods to be em­
ployed to effect its aims.
Traitor President
The Birch Society has come under na­
tion wide scrutiny recently as a result 
of the expressed opinions of its president, 
Massachusetts candy tycoon Robert 
Welch. Welch is alleged to have said 
that Ex-President Eisenhower was part 
of a Communist conspiracy. Meanwhile 
other Birchers have claimed that “ Com­
munist dupes” have hopelessly subverted 
schools, labor, churches, and the U. S. 
Supreme Court.
_ The Society, according to. a Keene Eve­
ning Sentinel editorial, is composed of 
“ those who, whether in the name of pa­
triotism or anti-communism or religion, 
or anything else, seek to promote other­
wise lofty objectives by character assessi- 
nation, secret or semi-secret organization, 
and the imputation of stupidity or dis­
loyalty or intermediate degrees of bum- 
bleheadedness to those with whom they 
disagree.”
“ The Society is the latest of a hun­
dred-odd letter writing right wing groups 
that have sprung up since the heyday of 
the late Senator Joe McCarthy in the 
mid-fifties,”  according to New York 
Times writer Peter Braestrup.
“Crusaders”
In Keene last week, the Sentinel re- 
vealed that concerted letters-to-the-editor 
campaigns were being waged to it and 
other area papers while a local radio 
station was being saturated with pro- 
Birch calls on its ‘Open Mike’ program.
The New Hampshire Sunday News in 
a front page lead story April 9 stated 
that Birch “Crusaders” were signing up 
new_ members all the time and that the 
Society “ is active in New Hampshire 
and growing more so every day.”
The Sunday News in the same issue 
stated that Massachusetts Republican Joe 
Martin “considered Robert J. Welsh 
(sic) . . .  a ‘substantial citizen.’ ”
Birchers oppose, among other things, 
the United Nations, flouridation of local 
water supplies, civil rights legislation, 
and NATO. They favor abolition of the 
income tax and the impeachment of Su­
preme Court Chief Justice Earl Warren.
A  frequent target of the political right, 
the liberal Americans for Democratic 
Action, urges that the Birchers be left 
alone to say what they please.
No Patience
Many UNH students laugh the Birch 
movement off as a ‘crackpot’ group. One 
student termed the movement “ ridiculous” 
and indicated that she had as little pati­
ence with these Birchers as she had with 
extreme left wing groups.
The Society controversy has of late 
extended to even the circumstances sur­
rounding the death of John Birch. The 
Society claims that Birch became the 
first casualty of the “ Third World W ar” 
when he was shot by Chinese Communists 
in 1945, 11 days after the end of World 
War II. Wartime comrades of Birch 
disagree as to the circumstances leading 
to the onetime Christian missionary’s 
death.
Columnist Joseph Alsop speculated last 
week that the Birch Society might be­
come a ‘hair shirt’ for the Republican 
Party, much as left wing groups have 
long plagued the Democrats.
Champion Goldwater
The Birchers favor Arizona Senator 
Barry Goldwater for the presidency in 
1964. Goldwater is popularly recognized 
as the conservative spokesman in the 
United States. Other Society favorites 
include individuals like Fulton Lewis, 
Jr., Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, and 
Franco.
The Society became a matter of “gen­
eral concern” to the Justice Department 
last week. Rumors of a Congressional in­
vestigation have been circulating widely. 
FJ3I head J. Edgar Hoover spoke out 
against “ reckless charges’ ’and “vigilante 
action”  on March 30.
New Hampshire Attorney General 
Gardner Turner saw nothing worth in­
vestigating in the Society’s activities at 
present, according to the News story.
Steep Dues
The Society has chapters in Concord, 
Claremont, and Keene. Independent 
‘home members’ exist all over the state. 
Apparently due to the quasi-secret na­
ture of the organization, nobody knows 
how many members have enrolled in 
New Hampshire.
Dues are $12 for women and $24 for 
men per annum. Life memberships are 
available at $1000 a head.
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M illion -D ollar Apartm ent Project 
Built for M arried  Faculty & Students
BY LARR Y JASPER
The new housing project for married faculty members and stu­
dents of the university is nearly complete. On June 1st the uni­
versity will take over the apartments and on June 30th the new 
will 'be able to move in. On
Ready Soon
occupants 
July 1st, razing of the old College Road 
apartments is scheduled to begin.
Ninety-six new apartments have been 
built to replace the present College Road 
apartments, which as Mr. Leavitt of the 
service department put it, “are an eye­
sore, a fire hazard and an unattractive 
nuisance.”
Three Types
The design of the new apartments falls 
into three basic classes. There are 18 
studio apartments which consist of a 
combination living room-bedroom with a 
kitchen alcove and bathroom; 48 one bed­
room apartments, and 32 two bedroom 
apartments. The tentative rental for the 
units are $65.00, $75.00, and $85.00 re­
spectively.
Many Features
Mr. Leavitt of the service department 
noted that, among other things, this 
rental fee includes, heat from the central 
heating plant regulated by individual 
thermostats, hot water, two locations for 
phone installation, and a forty foot central 
T V  antenna, which will pick up and 
amplify to all apartments, the signals 
from channels 4, 7, 5, 11, and FM radio. 
There are many features calculated to 
cut maintenance costs, such as the brick 
veneer walls and aluminum windows. The 
walls of the kitchen and bathroom are 
covered with a stainless painted fabric.
Some outstanding features of the 
apartments are the all-tile floors, ample 
closet space, the stove and refrigerator 
in each kitchen, and kitchen exhaust fans. 
Most important, from a safety point of 
view, are the exterior stairways which 
reduce greatly the possibility of anybody 
being trapped inside in case of a fire. 
There are also fire alarms in each room 
which operate automatically or by hand, 
thereby further enhancing the safety of 
the buildings. Elimination of the fuel-oil 
space heaters used in the College Road 
apartments is viewed as a gain in both
safety and convenience as oil for the 
burners formerly had to be carried up­
stairs by the people on the second floor.
Some Drawbacks
As there is neither room nor plumbing 
for washing machines in the apartments, 
several pay washers are being placed in 
the basement of one of the buildings. 
As there are to be no clothes lines out­
side there are also pay-dryers in that 
same basement.
In the basement of some of the build­
ings is a storage room for each resident, 
which as indicated by interviews with 
some of the prospective residents may be 
used to contain the refrigerators, stoves, 
and wrashing machines which they already 
own but will be unable to use any longer.
There are 98 units in this project 
which were built to replace the 116 units 
presently used by U N H ’s faculty and stu­
dents. When asked whether he thought 
the new housing would meet the Uni­
versity’s growing needs, Francis Gordon 
of the Housing Department replied, “ I 
don’t think the new apartments will meet 
the demands of the students because they 
are supported by the rents, and you can’t 
take a gamble on it and build more than 
you know you can support.” Mr. Gordon 
later said that there were tentative plans 
for expansion as the need required it.
No Guarentees
However, the University has made it 
clear that housing is in no way guaranteed 
to enrolling married students, and as Mr. 
Gordon further said, “ the surrounding 
area will be able to absorb what we can’t 
take care of in these apartments.”
While the prospect of future housing 
facilities for married students may ap­
pear uncertain, many of the students them 
selves are in a precarious financial posi­
tion as the prospect of higher-priced liv­
ing quarters faces them now.
The $1 million plus Demeritt Road Apartments Complex is nearing completion this week. The facility will accomo­
date 96 married couples and will replace the College Road Apartments, which are to be demolished during the summer. 
A feud has developed between residents of the doomed College Road housing and University officials over the rents to 
be charged at the new Complex. Rentals range from $65.00 to $85.00 per month in the new apartments compared to 
around $30.00 in the College Road development. Dave Batchelder Photo
Interviews with several College Road 
students show their position to be rough­
ly as follows: (1) There was a lack of 
information concerning their prospects 
for housing before their enrollment and 
renting of apartments for the 1960-1961 
school year. (2) The transition from their 
present apartments at $30.00 per month 
to $65, $75, or $85 apartments will cre­
ate an impossible financial situation for 
most of them. (3) The new apartments 
are not large enough, especially in regard 
to the sleeping quarters for their child­
ren and themselves.
Albert Anderson Jr., president of the 
College Road Committee describes one 
of the major areas of concern: (The ma­
jority of College Road students) . . .
“ stated that they had never been informed 
that they would have to move prior to 
the completion of their education.” He 
goes on to describe a couple who sold 
their home in order for the husband to 
complete his education. “ He stated that 
he was not informed of the possibility of 
moving in June, 1961.”
Uninformed
A survey regarding this problem was 
conducted later by the College Road 
Committee and results indicated that 
only 2 or 3 students out of 98 had 
any knowledge of the proposed move in 
June. One couple interviewed said “They 
simply didn’t tell us about the time —  I
wrote them four letters about housing 
from Alaska and I didn’t hear until we’d 
gotten here that we’d have to move.” 
Here are a few comments about the 
transition:
Robert Gordon, a College Road resi­
dent, felt that, “They could have or­
ganized the transition more and allow the 
older students to finish their stay here.” 
Albert Anderson said, “What we’re 
asking the university is to let us finish 
our education here on College Road, 
(continued on page 3)
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MERP WEEK SPECIAL AT FRANKLIN 
Coeds With Dates . . .
Two Tickets for $1.00!
FINEST THEATRE
Thurs, April 13









Shown at 6:30 and 8:37
Sun.-Mon. April 16-17
THE WACKIEST SHIP 
IN THE ARMY






shown at 6:30 and 8:30
CONVAIR/ASTRONAUTICS 
STARTS YOUNG 
ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS 
ON THEIR WAY UP  
IMMEDIATELY
CONVAIR/ASTRONAUTICS
SA N  D IEG O  12, C A L IFO R N IA
Before you decide on your professional association, check 
the advantages of Convair/Astronautics.
/  Check the programs-Atlas, Centaur, Midas, ARENTS. 
/  Check the facilities —  new and modern in every respect. 
/  Check the generous tuition refund plan for advanced 
studies.
/  Check the location -  San Diego, a city of half a million, 
has the finest climate in the U.S.
/  Check all the advantages of a career at “ Astro”  —  with 
your placement office, or write to Mr. R. M. Smith, Indus­
trial Relations Administrator-Engineering, Dept. 130-90, 
Convair/Astronautics, 5200 Kearny Villa Road, San Diego 
12, California.
DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS








Iowa State University of Science and 
Technology:
Pammel Court, 1- and 2-bedroom
apartments.
1-bedroom apt. furnished
(4 rooms including bath)
$29.00 per mo.
- 2-bedroom furnished
(5 rooms including bath)
$30.00
Unfurnished of both types are three to
four dollars cheaper.
During a meeting of the College Road 
students, at which President Johnson, 
Mr. Gordon, and Mr. Myers of the 
Treasurer’s office presided, it was pointed 
out that the rent was now as low as it 
possibly could be for it had not been 
raised since 1946, whereas the rental for 
dormitory rooms had doubled since that 
time.
No Doubling Up
However the students still face the 
problem of an unexpected rent increase. 
One solution they proposed to this was 
to consolidate the students remaining in 
the old apartments after graduation. This 
way there would be fewer jarred plans 
and budgets. Mr. Gordon pointed out 
though that in the contract for the con­
struction for the new apartments it was 
stated that the old buildings would be 
torn down as soon as the new units were 
complete. Thus there cannot be any con­
solidation.
In reply to this Albert Anderson com­
mented : “The reason for tearing down 
the buildings is because they’re fire haz­
ards but there hasn’t been a major fire 
since 1946. If it’s been safe for them to 
live here prior to this time, why not let 
them live here for the rest of their edu­
cation?” He also felt that students un­
able to pay for rent in the new apart­
ments would end up moving from one 
“ fire trap” to another in the low-rent 
district.
Despite this, the buildings will have
Apartments . . .
(continued from page 2)
W e’re asking for no more than what 
we’ve planned for.”
Cost Problems
The financial problem of the students 
centers about the fact that those living 
in the new apartments will find the cost 
of their living quarters and utilities ris­
ing from an average of $55.00 per month 
to at least $75.00 for the studio apart­
ments to a possible $95.00 for the two 
bedroom apartments.
It seems obvious that many students 
will find it difficult to afford these costs, 
for this idea is borne out in a survey 
taken by the College Road Committee 
as reported by Mr. Anderson.
“ . . . the mean and median incomes 
are $47.00 and $40.00 per week respect­
ively per week for the school year. Less 
than one-sixth of this sample (of 67 
students) earns over $60.00 per week.”
Still Below Par
He' continues to say: “It has been sug­
gested that the students through added 
hours of work would be able to meet this 
rent increase. But it must be brought out 
that an increase of $20 would involve 
approximately 20 hours at the area pay 
scale, will leave the average income of 
the residents below the real estate recom­
mended value of J4 of the monthly in­
come.”
The university has noted that surveys 
show that students marry younger now 
and will have more support from their 
parents. An inquiry directed to students 
not so blessed by this trend reveals a 
glum “W e’re stuck” feeling.
The cost of living on campus at the 
university is becoming greater than that 
at many other colleges in the country. 
In fact the rents at many other schools 




Apartments range in cost from 
$21.00 to $62.50 per mo.
University of Texas:
University owned apartments vary from 
$25.00 to $40.00 per mo. ____
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
A Saturday night party, a high score 
at the annual Brooklyn College Debate 
Tournament, and plans for a meeting to 
arrange the annual spring banquet, 
mark just some o f the busy activities 
of the UNH  debate club which have 
taken place in the past few weeks.
On Saturday evening, March 25, 
nearly 20 members of the club enjoyed 
a Dutch treat at Yoken’s famous res­
taurant on Route 1 in Portsmouth. 
The event was followed by a party at 
the home of Walter Savitch, a UNH  
debater who lives in Dover. Under the 
careful planning of Savitch and Bruce 
Dexter, club vice-president, the group 
enjoyed a program of dancing and a 
buffet lunch from 8 to midnight.
Holy Cross Victorious
On the weekend previous the varsity 
squad motored to Brooklyn College in 
New York and returned to campus with 
a 6-4 record. Mary LeBlanc and Bob 
Cullinane, representing the affirmative, 
defeated 4 out of 5 of their opposing 
teams, while W alt Savitch and Bruce 
Dexter downed two teams in the North­
eastern competition. H oly Cross won 
the tournament in which over 50 col­
leges participated.
Looking ahead, ithe debaters plan a 
meeting tomorrow afternoon, April 14 
when plans will be made for the com­
ing T K A  banquet, at which new mem­
bers will be initiated.
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to be torn down as the fire marshal, ac­
cording to Mr. Leavitt, has condemned 
the buildings as unsafe since early 1950.
Many students feel that the apartments 
will be too small for people with child­
ren, and it appears from a survey taken 
by the College Road Committee in Oc­
tober that most married students do have 
children. The following are the results 
of the survey:
No. 1 child 2 or more
4 Graduate students: 0 3
Seniors graduating omitted as the 
problem doesn’t concern them.
22 Juniors: 11 11
15 Sophomores: 10 5 spacious to the occupants of the old K,
7 Freshmen: 4 3 L, and M buildings which offered only
Total: 25 22 220 square feet of space according to
The students feel that with only thirty blueprints Mr. Leavitt had. Nevertheless, 
two two-bedroom apartments the married somehow people managed to live in them, 
faculty and students won’t be able to pro- These apartments were torn down in 
vide their families with adequate housing. 1958.
Whether this is true or not, of course Moving out of their present quarters 
remains to be seen. It is true that the will doubtless be a painful process for
new apartments on the average are a many of the present College Road stu-
great deal smaller than what the present dents, but in future years married stu-
students are accustomed to. The new dents will be able to plan in advance what 
apartments will not be impossible to it’s going to cost them to live at the uni- 
live in though. The two-bedroom affairs versify. But that’s something today’s
with 720 square feet of space would seem College Road students couldn’t do.
C O L O N I A I
Portsmouth GE 6-2605
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D R . F R O O D ’S  T H O U G H T  F O R  T H E  DAY: III College, it
isn’t who you know that counts— it’s whom .DONDI
Also! Color:
Dear Dr. Frood: I just can’t seem to 
get in step with the rest of the students 
here. They enjoy parties, dancing, folk 
sing ing and dating. None of these 
things interest me at all. Am I behind 
the times or what?
Left Out
DEAR LEFT: You’re in the right times; 
you’re just one of our squares.
DOVER, N. H
Starring
Dear Dr. Frood: I have a confession. 
All my life I have been trying to 
learn how to whistle. I just can’t. 
Please, will you tell me how to 
whistle?
Puckered
DEAR PUCKERED: Watch the birds. 
Notice how they gather a pocket of 
air deep within the breast, then 
push thin jets of this air into the 
throat, through the larynx, up and 
around the curled tongue, and then 
bounce the air from the roof of the 
mouth out through the teeth (which 
act like the keyboard on a piano). 
Practice this. In no time your 
friends will be amazed at the beau­
tiful, warbly trills that flow from 
your beak.
Dear Dr. Frood: Hamlet killed Polo* 
nius. Macbeth stabbed Duncan. 
Richard murdered his little neph­
ews. Othello strangled Desdemona, 
and Titus served Tamora her two 
sons in a pie before killing her. Don’t 
you think this obsession with vio­
lence would make an excellent sub­
ject for a term paper?
English Major
DEAR ENGLISH: No, I don’t, and my 
advice to you is to stop running 
around with that crowd.
Dear Dr. Frood: My coach is writing this letter 
for me because I am illiterate. We want to 
know if I got to learn how to read to get into 




Dear Dr. Frood: What do you think ac­
counts for the fact that college stu­
dents smoke more Luckies than any 
other regular?
Marketing Student 




A Durham Institution 
since 1916
Now serving
DEAR X: Every college today will insist that 
you meet certain basic entrance requirements. 
I’m afraid you’re just out of luck, X, unless 
you learn how to read diagrams and count to 
eleven.U K K Is im t
For Your Eating Pleasure ITS ’OVUb.O'
ARE YOU READY FOR THE FLOOD? Most students today live a carefree, devil-may-care 
existence— buying their Luckies day to day. Only a handful have had the good sense to set 
aside an emergency cache of <three or four Lucky cartons, wrapped in oilskin. When the dam 
breaks— they’ll be ready. Will you?
Whether it be steaks, chops, 
or just a hamburger, 
you’ll enjoy your meal 
cooked the modern way.
BRUCE GRANT, M anager 
UNH  1949
C H A N G E  TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
Product of (J/iio cJ$ri&?ue<vti —  c/o&ceeo- is our middle©  A. T.Co. name
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Everybody Makes Mistakes
On January 5 of this year the A ir Force announced its intention 
of establishing 150 intercontinental missile launching sites in cen­
tral New England. These sites, no less than 10 miles apart, are to 
stretch from Massachusetts to southern Maine, and the operational 
date has been set for 1964.
These multi-megation Minuteman missiles, cleverly designed by 
the indiscreet curiosity of some group of scientists, are manu­
factured to kill people. They are the most advanced, most adequate 
long range weapon that the United States has for the quick de­
struction of human life.
They are manufactured and operated by people —  ordinary people 
like us —  all of whom make somewhere between 10 and 10,000 mis­
takes, of varying degrees, every day of our lives.
The decision to locate these missile launching bases in central 
New England is profoundly fortunate. In so doing, the A ir Force 
automatically makes this area a prime target site for enemy counter­
defensive weapons. Therefore, when som ebody does make a mis­
take, or when a war is declared, N ew England will undoubtedly get 
barraged immediately. The enemy barrage will kill a great many 
people, all of, whom will be spared a great deal of anxiety over the 
outcome of the war.
Some people feel that it is insane to locate missile bases in lovely 
old residential New England but the ones who are doing it anyway 
argue, when properly motivated to do so, that the only way to fight 
the Russians is by having more bombs and bigger bombs than they 
have, and by placing them right on the coastline so that our bombs 
will get there faster than theirs get here (someone, apparently, is 
planning to hold a stop-watch).
The radicals who feel that it is mania to locate missile bases in 
New England suggest that there is no hope for survival against the 
fantastically powerful weapons. They say that there is no hope 
for a stable peace as long as these missile bases are maintained. 
They say that the establishment of these weapons of mass destruc­
tion here in New England merely increases the state of tension 
and mistrust, and makes these goals more difficult to achieve.
The radicals do not have complete confidence in the infallibility 
of their fellow man —  they fear that some nut could press a button 
and whimsically end it all. They fear that no machine is perfect.
They think that, even if this machine is pretty perfect, it should 
be launched from the desert or the sea or some unpopulated place 
so that fewer people would have to die.
Just like all radicals these are only seeing half of the story. They 
do not consider that since these weapons were created by human
beings, and since the only conceivable purpose of these weapons
is to destroy human life, it is only a matter of com mon sense to ex­
pect that the weapons be located where there is an abundance of 
people.
Furthermore, there is an element of excitement about all this. 
Everybody in the world is getting all the destructive power they 
can. As C. P. Snow, noted British scientist, philosopher and author 
recently stated: “ The nuclear arms race between the U SA  and the 
USSR not only continues, but accelerates. Other countries join in. 
W ithin, at most, six years, China and several other states will have 
a stock of nuclear bombs. W ithin, at the most, 10 years, some of
these bombs are going off. . . that is certainty.”
Thank you, Mr. Snow. If there is one thing that we need in this 
world, it is certainty. —  D. S.
Howcome?
s ix ty  cents
by Larry Jasper
Hondo: Starring John W ayne as an 
Apache-fighting, deserted-wif ̂ protect­
ing hero, this movie might make a hit 
with action fans. Wayne, a scout for 
the U. S. Cavalry, comes upon Geral­
dine Page and her young son Lee 
Aaker whose father has deserted them 
both. Wayne fights Indians, little Lee 
acts as public relations man with the 
Apaches and Geraldine looks distraught 
for two hours. Very trite; has few 
comedy touches.
Tunes of Glory: Alec Guiness stars 
in this realistic peace-time drama as 
an easy going colonel of a Scottish 
Highland regiment who gets replaced 
by John Mills, an aristocratic and tough 
colonel. His new c o m m a n d  dis­
graces him by getting drunk at a regi­
mental ball he holds for the local dig­
nitaries. Court marshals and confusion 
follow the indignities. Some romance 
is included by means of Kay Walsh, 
an actress, whom Guiness is forever des­
pairing of gaining. Guiness gives a good 
performance as a rugged, well liked 
colonel. An excellent job of writing 
and direction make this a worthwhile 
show.
The Wackiest Ship In The Army:
This story deals with a supposedly real 
W orld W ar II operation where a dum­
py little Japanese fishing boat was 
transporting U. S. observers onto Jap­
anese held islands. This is supposed to 
be a comedy based upon the bungling 
of the crew commanded by Jack Lem­
mon with Ricky Nelson as an execu­
tive officer. The comical situations be­
come repetitious, and as soon as the 
men stop bungling, the story isn’t fun­
ny any more. Little romance, uneven 
suspense, average photoghaphy and di­
rection.
Operation Eichmann: Werner Klem­
perer gives an excellent portrayal as the 
Nazi mass exterminator. Apart from 
hte timeliness of this movie, it is a 
Hollywood horrorscope expose. The 
movie is divided into two parts. First of 
all, it presents the story of the rise and 
fall of the Nazi regime and Eichmann’s 
methods and efforts in killing off the 
Jewish population. Eichmann’s escape 
and capture is the basis of the second 
part of the drama. Not exactly an ob­
jective presentation.
New Art Exhibitions 
Feature NH Works
by Jo Rawson
The new exhibitions opened Monday, 
April 10 at the University Art Gal­
leries. The first, entitled “ Sculptors of 
New Hampshire” , features the work of 
five artists presently working in the 
state. They are George Lloyd who 
teaches art at Keene Teachers College; 
W inslow Eaves o f the Dartmouth Col­
lege Art Department; Glen Krause, 
Director of Lamont Art Gallery and 
Head of the Art Department at Phil- 
lips-Exeter Academy; Cabot Lyford, 
Program Manager of W E N H ; and 
Alfred Potter, teacher o f ceramics and 
sculpture at the university.
Preferred Materials
Mr. Lyford shows two pieces in wood, 
his preferred materials in the past, and 
a new terra cotta head. Marble is the 
predominant material of Mr. Lyford’s 
exhibited pieces, all his work being 
directly carved in either wood or stone. 
Mr. Eaves is represented by pieces in 
several materials including a variety 
of woods, iron and bronze. Glen Krause 
has three pieces in the exhibition in­
cluding a direct carving in granite and 
two sculptures built up in plaster. A l­
fred Potter is showing two cast works, 
one in bronze and one in iron.
A  quality of anxious searching seems 
to be the dominant theme of the dis­
played works, which, it is interesting 
to note, show little decorative tendancy.
Second Exhibition
The second exhibition is made up o'f 
White Mountain paintings of the latter 
half of the 19th century. It is comprised 
of works loaned by collectors in the 
state and includes paintings by Ben­
jamin Chamoney, Frederick Shapleigh, 
James Shattuck and Thomas Gerry.
Champney, whose art colony flour­
ished in North Conway in the 1850’s, 
is the best known of the group although 
Shapleigh is 'probably the most talented 
painter represented. Collectors who 
have lent paintings to the exhibition 
are Mr. and Mrs. William Henriessy, 
Mr. and Mrs. George Frick, Mr. and 
Mrs. Allan Kuusisto and Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert Dishman of Durham. Dr. and 
Mrs. Allen Handy of Rochester have 
also lent to the exhibition.
W hile reading about the colorful John Birch Society, it occurred 
to us that there is something distinctly trite about the John Birch 
Society. Y ou  know —  the John Birch Society is the one which is 
against civil rights, fluoridation of water, personal income taxes, 
Earl W arren, democrats, Ike Eisenhower, and is also against letting 
its members know who else belongs to the John Birch Society.
The people in the John Birch Society tell everybody that they 
are patriotic. This is a vital activity. It is as vital for the people in 
the John Birch Society to tell everybody that they are patriotic as it 
is for Y og i Berra to tell his teammates that he wears a catcher’s 
mask so he w on ’t get hit in the face. Everybody knows it, fellas. 
W hat’s more, they count on it.
But just one thing. If the Johrt Birch Society is so patriotic, so 
steeped in the fundamentals of democracy, and if all the members 
can whistle Dixie, Yankee Doodle, and the Star Spangled Banner 
all in one breath, how come nobody quite knows for sure exactly 
who belongs to the John Birch Society? —  D. S.
Desbiens and Cullinane 
Attend "Goals" Conference
Miss Mona J. Desbiens, a senior ma­
joring in psychology and Robert L. Cul- 
linane, a government major were two 
of the approximately 70 students in 
the Northeast to serve as delegates at 
the Regional Conference on ' “ Goals 
For Americans” held last week at Pem­
broke College at Brown University.
Miss Desbiens and Mr. Cullinane 
attended over 20 hours of group dis­
cussions on some of the most pressing 
problems facing America today. The 
purpose of the Conference was to make 
a statement of the problems and to 
propose suggested solutions in five im­
portant areas. The groups discussed 
equality o f opportunity, education, 
health and welfare — meeting human 
needs, science and culture, and the 
United States in W orld Affairs.
G re a t 'P u b lic ity '
The following editorial originally appeared in the Tuesday, 
March 28, issue of the Keene Evening Sentinel. W e reprint it for 
the attention of our readers, so that they may share with us the 
embarrassment which comes with realizing the reputation of the 
State of New Hampshire in other parts of the country. —  editors.
W e have commented previously on the strange and potentially 
dangerous atmosphere that prevails in New Hampshire today, 
which resulted in the recent cancellation of a visit by foreign news­
men, including four reporters from Communist countries.
It is an understatement to say that episodes of that kind give 
the state of New Hampshire a black eye in other parts of the coun­
try. Ironically, one round of that kind of publicity can discount a 
year’s work by the Planning and Delevopment Commission in bring­
ing people and industries to New Hampshire.
Many of the country’s leading newspapers have now commented 
editorially on the fact that the New Hampshire Council on W orld  
Affairs was forced to cancel the visit by the foreign newsmen.
Since we believe all conscientious Granite Staters should be 
aware of what they’re saying about us, here are excerpts from edi­
torials in three major newspapers:
The Providence Journal:
The great and sovereign State of New Hampshire has tightened 
its security against foes within and the enemy without by giving 
the cold shoulder to a group of foreign reporters touring this coun­
try. The reason? There were —  perish the fact —  four reporters 
from Communist countries in the group.
The reporters were to have gone to New Hampshire for a day’s 
tour to see “ dem ocracy in action”  on Tow n Meeting Day. . . The 
invitation, however, was canceled by the New Hampshire Council 
on W orld  Affairs.
The council reported that some New Hampshire newspaper had 
given the proposed tour unfavorable publicity because of the pres­
ence of the Communist newspapermen.
Governor Powell hopped on the bandwagon and suggested that 
the commission (Planning and Developm ent) disassociate itself 
from the visit. The program was reported officially “ in trouble.”
If anything or anybody is “ in trouble” from this prize piece o f 
stupidity, it is New Hampshire. W hat a mockery of the dem ocracy 
which a Tow n Meeting Day might be expected to epitom ize! . . .
W e hope things work out so that the group of foreign newspaper­
men can accept an invitation to come to Rhode Island and see 
democracy at work. . . Let New Hampshire hide in the w oods; 
w e’re proud to be town meeting New Englanders, and w e’ll show 
our way of life to the world at every chance we get.
The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette:
H ow  zany can we get in this anti-Red business? Cancellation of 
an invitation to foreign newsmen to visit N ew Hampshire and see 
dem ocracy in action at a town meeting shows that there are no 
limits to absurdity. . .
W h o better needs lessons in dem ocracy than Communists? New 
Hampshire’s anti-Reds have succeeded not only in blocking this 
exposure of our opponents to American practices, but they have ex­
posed their own myopia to non-Communist newsmen from many 
lands.
Instead of “ reluctantly deciding” anything, New Hampshire’s 
Council on W orld  Affairs should have blasted the shortness of view 
manifested by critics in that state.
The New York Post:
The state of New Hampshire, noted for its beautiful scenery, 
seems determined to make itself look ugly. It got off to a good 
start toward this unusual goal by persecuting an old man who re­
fused to violate his conscience and who went to jail rather than 
provide the state’s attorney general with names of innocent people 
to hunt. N ow  it offers another example of non-enlightenment. It 
has cancelled the proposed visit of 25 members of the Foreign Press 
Association because four of them are from Communist countries. . .
Last week a state official denounced the project as a dangerous 
development. He had discovered that two Russians, a Czech and a 
Pole were coming. W ith the help of Gov. Powell, who needs no 
urging in such cases, the door was hastily slammed.
If the rejected reporters still want to find out about “ democracy 
in action” in New Hampshire, perhaps they should seek out Dr. 
W illard Uphaus. He has the “ inside” story.
In Retrospect
W h y do I hate M arcus? you persist. 
He works at dreaming 
W ith  an unwashed face;
He laughs at dying 
And cries in front of men.
Marcus is happier than I,
And by my standards
He has no right to be.
—  D. S.
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Eastern Intercollege 
Bridge Tournament 
Will be at Brown
The first annual Eastern Intercollegiate 
Bridge Championships will be held in 
Marvel Gymnasium at Brown Universi­
ty in Providence, Rhode Island on Satur­
day and Sunday, April 22 and 23.
For years, while bridge has been an 
overwhelmingly popular pastime for un­
dergraduates, there has been no formal­
ized competition with the exception of 
Geoffrey Mott-Smith’s “par hands.’ ’ We 
feel that eighteen hands are not a suffici­
ent test of all-around bridge skill and 
hope to correct this deficiency.
The tournament is open to all under­
graduates, both male and female. There 
will be a two-session open pair event on 
Saturday, starting at 2 :00 p.m. and a 
two-session of team-of-four match on 
Sunday, starting at noon. Any number of 
pairs and teams may enter from your 
school, and entrants may play in both 
tournaments if they wish. The entry fee 
for each tournament is $3.50 per player. 
Trophies and generous cash prizes will 
be awarded to the winners and runners- 
up of each event.
W e will be happy to make sleeping 
arrangements for as many students as 
are coming. To facilitate the mechanics 
o f the tournament, we will accept no 
entries after April 15.
Students interested in this competition 
may write to Mike Gershman, Brown 
University, Box 62B, Providence 12, 
Rhode Island.
SPECIAL TO THE NEW  HAMPSHIRE 
Meat consumption in Argentina 
is 267 pounds per person a year.
You’re a natural wonder in
HALF-BELT 
CLUB SLACKS
N e w  O n -th e -J o b  
Training for 
Hotel M ajors
Hotel students may now receive 
college credits with their monthly pay­
checks, thanks to a new on-the-job 
training program which will start this 
summer.
Directed by the University’s depart­
ment of hotel administration, the new 
program will place more than 30 stu­
dents in resort and commercial hotels 
throughout New England. Twelve of 
the positions are open at Franconia’s 
Forest Hills Hotel, a recent gift to 
U N H  from its former owner, George 
W . Collier.
Good For Credits
In addition to their salaries, students 
who successfully complete the “ prac- 
ticum” course will receive two or four 
semester hours of credit for their sum­
mer’s work.
“ These students will be filling the 
key jobs that a student can fill,” says 
Dr. Donald E. Lundberg, chairman of 
the department. “ By the end of the 
summer they will have a knowledge of 
all the other key jobs, and a fair un­
derstanding of the entire operation.”
Forest Hills Program
The most elaborate program is plan­
ned for the University-owned Forest 
Hills hotel. W hile working at jobs 
from cashier to pantry assistant, the 
students will attend weekly seminars 
with Dr. Lundberg, and will prepare 
an operation manual for the hotel. They 
will be graded on their progress much 
as if they were attending a college 
classroom. 1
Moore Speaks in Texas
Dr. Asher Moore, Professor of Phil­
osophy here, was recently invited to serve 
as a visiting lecturer at the University 
of Texas.
Professor Moore delivered two lec­
tures in Austin from April 10 through 
12. He spoke on “Existentialism” and 
also on “The Precarious Self.” He also 
addressed a university seminar of phil­
osophy graduate students.
Dr. Moore was appointed to the Uni­
versity faculty last September to fill the 
first special privately sponsored profes­
sorial chair established through the Uni­
versity Fund. *
Students enrolled in the Forest Hills 
practium will receive four credit-hours 
for their work, approximately the same 
credit earned for a normal undergradu­
ate course for one semester.
Elsewhere the student trainees will 
■report to Dr. Lundberg by mail, and 
will receive two credit-hours for the 
summer. Ten students have been en­
rolled for a 70-day program at the Par­
ker House in Boston. Other practicums 
are planned at the Exeter Inn, Exeter, 
N. H .; the Dartmouth College Food 
service, Hanover, N. H .; the Severance 
Lodge, Lovell, Maine; the Hudson 
River state hospital, Poughkeepsie, 
N. Y .; the Kernwood Country Club, 
Salem, Mass.; the Shawmut Inn, Ken- 
nebunkport, Maine; the Harvard and 
Algonquin clubs of Boston; and the 
Braeburn, Commonwealth and Charles 
River Country Clubs.
Other students will receive help in 
finding summer hotel employment out­
side the practicum course.
This University has the only hotel 
program in New England, and it ac­
cepts students from four other state 
universities under a regional coopera­
tion agreement.
RED'S SHOE BARN
Factory Rejects and Cancellations 
of Famous Brand Shoes
Largest Showing of Campus 
Shoes in Area.
35 BROADWAY Dover, N. H.
Open 9-9
Salem refreshes your taste
^'air-softens,/ every puff
c t p u / jC . .  f  Just as springtim e
reawakens you to the beauty and soft greenness all around. .  . so 
every Salem reawakens and softly refreshes your taste. Salem, with 
all its rich tobacco taste, is a gentle, easy-going smoke. Special High 
Porosity paper “air-softens” every puff, so that more than ever, Salem 
gives you the freshness of springtime. Smoke refreshed...smoke Salem!
• menthol fresh
• rich tobacco taste
• modern filter, too
At your favorite 
campus store; 
in a wide 
and wonderful 
selection of 







“  COURT HELD
o public service by the
COLLEGE of LAW  
WIUAMETTE UNIVERSITY
After Mabel had represented to Ge­
orge that she was single and eligible for 
wedded bliss, George proposed and the 
two were married. They lived happily 
for 15 years, after which time George 
was killed in an automobile accident. Ge­
orge left a will giving all his property 
to Mabel. After George’s death it was 
discovered that Mabel was lawfully mar­
ried to Joe, and that her marriage to 
George was a nullity. Will Mabel take 
George’s property under his will?
TH E COURT H E L D : Mabel gets the 
property. A  gift by will can be success­
fully challenged if the recipient is guilty 
of fraud in the inducement. Here Mabel 
misrepresented her marital status but Ge­
orge’s gift to Mabel was probably in­
duced by his love and affection for her 
rather than the false belief that she was 
his wife. A  contrary decision would be 
indicated if George had died several 
months after his alleged marriage.
Music Scholarship 
Contest Opens Soon
F. E. Olds and Son has announced its 
fourth annual “ Scholarships in Music” 
contest, which will be open for entries 
from April 15th to June 15th, 1961.
This contest is open to all juniors, 
seniors, and graduate students in accred­
ited schools or departments of music at 
the college level. The scholarships are 
awarded for the theses, term papers or 
articles completed during the current 
academic year judged to show the great­
est evidence of original thinking, sound 
research and intelligent objectives, on 
any subject related to instrumental music.
Paid Against Tuition
The first scholarship award is $500, 
the second award is $350 and the third 
award is $200. These amounts will be 
paid on request to any accredited music 
school or college with accredited music 
departments against tuition costs of fur­
ther study. If a graduate winner has re­
ceived his advanced degree between the 
date of his contest entry and the date 
of his award, the award will be made in 
cash.
Here’s the last word in slim-cut, 
natural-look slacks that give you 
all the advantages of a belt with 
beltless comfort. Double-dart tai­
loring in back assures snug, con­
tour fit. Half-belt sparkles with 
handsome interlocking coin buckle. 
Be a charter member in “ Club,” the 
smartest slacks you’ve ever worn!
Anniversary Special
SUITS 2 0 %  OFF
THIS IS OUR W A Y  OF SH O W IN G  OUR APPRECIATION 
ONE DAY ONLY Wed., April 19 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
All Our Stock of Suits from Our Manchester Store
$39.95 to $115.00




* N O RM A N  HILTON
Also Sport Coat Specials
50 M A IN  STREET, DURHAM PHONE UN 8-2201
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Not Far Off Lacrosse Team Gains Lone 
Win, Lots of Savvey on Trip
BY STEVE T A Y L O R
The U N H  varsity lacrosse team made a trip South over vaca­
tion. The club didn’t head for Fort Lauderdale, however. W hoops 
Snively’s charges played eight games against some of the finest 
opposition in the United States, com ing home with a record of one 
win against seven losses. A  couple of possibly costly injuries fur­
ther marred the squad’s trip, as A1 Max­
well, senior defenseman and co-captain, 
sustained an arm injury, while sopho­
more attackman Jim Edgerly picked up 
a chipped ankle bone compounded with 
a double sprain.
Traveling by car and playing a game 
every day for seven days with no rest 
and only scant pre-season practice handi­
capped the team heavily, according to 
Snively. The veteran Wildcat mentor 
Sunday evening pointed out the fact that 
the team played better and better as the 
trip progressed.
“W e got a lot of lacrosse under our 
belts. I think we’re going to be all 
right. W e need to learn to work together 
more,” he stated.
The Dribbling Idiot’s Predictions 
American National
Win Opener
The club’s first encounter was at 
Brown University in Providence. Bo 
Dickson scored a pair of goals as he lead 























has everything in Gifts 
for the Bride-to-be, the Bride,
Baby Shower and finally Baby.
Stuart Shames’ uhe College Shop
of DOVER DURHAM Brad Mclntire NEW  HAMPSHIRE
Rugged quarterback Dave Tullio searches for a receiver in a recent "mud- 
bowl” practice session. The varsity football coaching staff held a half dozen 
practices just before vacation to look over freshman grid talent. Tullio, from 
Erie, Pa., was co-captain on last fall’s freshman team.
Steve Taylor Photo
Stuart Shames’
in top condition. 1.00 plus tax 
SHULTON New York • Toronto
The Long and Short of It! !
Varsity, Pleatless,
Wear 'em Low on the Hips, 
Fantastic Colors of Madras, 
Checks and Polished Cotton.
5.00 to 9.95
AFTER SHAVE  




“ Cum Laude Collection ”
B A N L O N “ P A R ”
for the man of action
This new luxury knit by Arrow gives to the active or 
spectator sportsman unequaled comfort, quality and 
good looks. In addition to complete freedom of action 
it is the perfect wash and wear knitted sport 
shirt. Careful tailoring is obvious in the 
fashion ribbed collar and classic 
placket design. This value shirt 
is available in a wide variety 
of colors.
Borrowed from the Rugged Boys 
who scale the Alps . . . .
Cool Tyrolean Shorts 
Pleatless and Cuffed.
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... Flavor that
dries out your taste!
Get the flavor only P M  unlocks
available in pack or box:
for kal pCTf<zct co||ar roll 
W  {W sinqle needle sKickm^
1 W T
G ukfcSE
for IW: look or perfect 3 hop
^  new haa/cn
w
Answer #1 : Get higher education: Men 27% — Women 52%
Find a husband: Men 73% — Women 48%
Answer #2 : Security o f  income 17% — Quick promotion 2%
Job satisfaction 61% — Fame 1% — Money 8% 
Recognition o f talent 11%
Answer # 3 : Yes 17% — No 81% — No opinion 2%
Answer # 4 : Quality o f filter 10% — Quality o f tobacco 32%
Both contribute equally 58%
Tobacco and filter quality are  equally important. That’s 
why today’s L&M features top quality tobaccos and L&M ’s famous 
Miracle T ip ...pu re white outside, pure white inside. Try a pack today.
(T h e  L&M C am pus O p in io n  Poll was ta k e n  a t over 100 co lleges  and may not be a s ta tis tic a lly  random  




Seek Curb on Point Fixing
A group of lawmakers last week an­
nounced their intention to seek federal 
legislation to protect college athletics 
from the influences of organized gambling. 
The group is headed by Senator Estes 
Kefauver of Tennessee.
The proposed legislation would make 
it a federal crime to in any way attempt 
to fix the outcome of an athletic contest.
This move comes in the wake of an 
investigation in New York which un­
covered instances o f pointshaving in 
basketball games at the collegiate level. 
As a result of this investigation two men
Lacrosse Team . . .
(Continued from page 6) 
the Wildcats to a 6-3 win over the 
Bruins. The contest was actually billed 
as a practice game for the two teams.
On Easter Sunday afternoon the 
Snivelymen engaged the Long Island La­
crosse Club at Hempstead, New York. 
The LILC outfit was composed of a raft 
of former college stars and ex-high school 
greats from the suburban New York 
area. The all stars swamped the New
have been indicted for violation of New 
York law.
Hampshiremen by a 13-4 score. Jim 
West, Jack Couture, Jim Edgerly, and 
Dick Eustis contributed the UNH scores.
Urlwin Scoring
Adelphi stopped the Wildcats the fol­
lowing day 10-7, despite a fine effort by 
Bobby Urlwin, who scored a pair of 
goals.
On Tuesday the Cats were subdued by 
Hofstra, 9-4, with Urlwin again scoring 
twice. Rugged defenseman Marty Glen- 
non raced the length of the field and 
scored on the Hofstra goalie to become 
the first member of the defense corps 
to break the scoring column this season.
# O in a  series of polls conducted by L&M 
U  student representatives throughout the nation.
Question #1 :
A n sw e r : 
Question #2 :
A n sw e r :
Question #3:
A n sw e r : 
Question #4:
A n sw e r :
Do you believe that m ost girls go to college to get a 
higher education or to find a husband?
Get higher education________  Find a husband------------
W hich do you feel is m ost im portant as a personal goal 
fo r  you in your career? ( c h e c k  o n e )
Security of income________  Quick promotion------------
Fame-
Job satisfaction________
Money  Recognition of talent.
Do you feel reading requirem ents are too heavy in your 
present courses?
Yes________  No________  No opinion________
I f  you are a filter cigarette sm oker, w hich do you think 
contributes m ore to your sm oking pleasure?
Quality of filter. Quality of tobacco
Both contribute equally.
Lacrossemen Lose 
M a x w e ll, Edgerly
Serious injuries have sidelined a pair 
of lacrosse stars for an indefinite length ' 
of time. Co-captain A1 Maxwell and Jim 
Edgerly are both on the disabled list for 
at least two weeks and possibly longer, 
as a result of injuries they picked up on 
the Southern trip.
Maxwell’s arm sustained a chip frac­
ture in a game at Hofstra. According to 
the veteran defenseman, the injury re­
sulted from a violent slash by an oppon­
ent. The cast was removed from the arm 
Sunday, but doctors couldn’t determine 
just when the break will be healed suf­
ficiently to allow a return to action.
Maxwell hopes to be ready to play in 
the Dartmouth contest to be played at 
Durham on April 19.
Edgerly’ s injury appears to be of a 
more serious nature. The scrappy sopho­
more chipped a bone in his ankle, and 
picked up a multiple sprain to boot, in 
the Maryland game. As in Maxwell’s 
case, team physicians don’t know just 
when the promising attackman will be 
ready to go.
To further cloud the lacrosse picture, 
Paul D ’Allesandro and Dick Baker de­
veloped minor problems on the road trip. 
D ’Allesandro has developed a trouble-
W hy are some girls prouder 
of their rings than others?
You see it in her eyes—but the reasons aren’t all roman­
tic ones. Her diamond ring is an Artcarved. This means 
it meets rigid standards of excellence in cut, carat 
weight, color and clarity.
Nor is this simply a verbal promise. Artcarved’s written 
guarantee explains how the exclusive Permanent Value 
Plan lets you apply the full current retail price toward 
the purchase of a larger Artcarved anytime, at any 
Artcarved jeweler throughout the country. You will be 
proud, too, of Artcarved’s award-winning styling, like , 
the Evening Star shown here. To be sure it’s an Art­
carved: Look for the name inside the ring, and ask for 
your written Artcarved guarantee.
O f course, being engaged is wonderful, but sealing the 
engagement with an Artcarved ring makes it more 
wonderful than ever—forever!
A r t e  a  r  v  e  cT
D I A M O N D  A N D  W E D D I N G  R I N G S
SENIORS
Management Trainee openings 
with State of Connecticut in Budget Management, 
Personnel, Purchasing, Business Management, 
Banking, Tax, Insurance and Accounting.
Applications and announcements available 
at College Placement Office or State Personnel Department, 
State Office Building, Hartford, Connecticut
some charley horse while Baker’s ankle 
has been acting up.
Your New York Life
agent on »
UNH Campus is 
LENNY DOBENS
N E W  Y O R K  L IF E
I n s u r a n c e  C o m p a n y
• Life Insurance • Group Insurance 
• Accident & Sickness Insurance 
• Employee Pension Plans
Telephone: TUxedo 2-3963
Nashua, New Hampshire
these questions. Then compare your 
answers with 1,383 other college 
students (at bottom of page).
A1 Maxwell
Steve Taylor Photo
J. R. W ood & Sons, Inc., Dept. SP-11 
216 E. 45th St., N ew  Yo rk  17, N. Y.
Please send me more facts about diamond 
rings and "W edding Guide for Bride and 
Groom”. Also hame of nearest (or home­
town) Artcarved Jeweler. I am enclosing 
10^ to cover handling and postage.
Name.___________________________________ _
Add ress__________________________________
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Parents of Dead  
Vets M a y  G et 
Indemnity Payoff
Parents of veterans killed in service, 
or who died prior to January 1, 1957 
because of disabilities incurred in ser­
vice, may be entitled to death compensa­
tion or indemnity compensation from the 
Veterans Administration.
Those parents who can show that they 
would have been dependent on the vet­
eran had he lived, and whose present in­
come is not enough to reasonably main­
tain them or members of their families 
under legal age, can apply for the bene­
fit.
Dependent parents may select either 
the death compensation or indemnity com­
pensation, whichever is to the best ad­
vantage.
Under death compensation, if there is 
only one dependent parent the payment 
is $75.00 monthly; while two dependent 
parents can claim $40.00 apiece monthly.
Indemnity compensation for dependent 
parents is paid on a sliding scale of rates 
related to annual income. A  single parent 
may receive rates ranging from $15.00 
to $75.00 monthly if his or her annual 
income is not more than $1,750 a year.
Rates for two dependent parents liv­
ing together or of a remarried parent 
living with a spouse range from $10 to 
$50 each if their combined annual income 
is not more than $2,400._ Under indemni­
ty compensation, certain V A  benefits 
must be counted as income.
Dependent parents of veterans whose 
death due to service injuries occurred on 
or after January 1, 1957 can file only for 
indemnity compensation benefits.
Prof. R. D. Merritt 
Shows Color Prints 
At U. Maine Gallery
Professor Richard D. Merritt is cur­
rently exhibiting color prints in the gal­
lery at the University of Maine. These
Easter Concert Re- 
Televised by WENH
■Channel 11, W E N H -T V , New Hamp­
shire’s Educational television station in 
Durham, will present a rebroadcast of an 
Easter concert, given by the University 
of New Hampshire Concert Choir, this 
evening at 9 :30 p.m. The initial broad­
cast was shown over W BZ-TV, Channel 
4 in Boston on Easter morning, and has 
been made available to Channel 11 for 
showing to local audiences.
The choir, under the direction of Pro­
fessor Karl Bratton, head*of the Music 
Department at the University of New 
Hampshire, recorded the program on 
March 18. Well-known throughout the 
country for its professional performances 
at Christmas over the major networks 
and appearances at the Boston Pops Con­
certs. The Concert Choir consists of 60 
students from the University of New 
Hampshire.
The program to be presented over 
Channel 11 is devoted entirely to re­
ligious music particularly appropriate to 
the Easter season.
The Exeter Players will present the 
comedy GIG I in the Town Hall on 
Friday and Saturday, April 14 and 15 
at 8:00 p.m. Students’ admission is 75 
cents.
prints reveal a creative exploration into 
the field of color which Professor Mer­
ritt has been carrying on for the past 
two years; his initial research was done 
under a Central University Research 
Fund grant. The initial group of prints 
were exhibited at the University of New 
Hampshire last year. This exhibition con­
tinues through the month of April.
Also during the month of April, one 
of Professor Merritt’ŝ  color prints will 
be included in the exhibition “ Photogra­
phy at Mid-Century” which will be shown 
at the Boston Museum of Fine Art. The 
print exhibited — Cliff side Detail -— 
was one of his early works completed 
under the CURF grant. After leaving 
the Boston Museum this exhibition, which 
is organized by the George Eastman 
House, will tour the leading museums 
throughout the country.
Thoroughly Academic
H enery H ood,
A  tissue-nailed and manner-minded man,
Adm ires the gleam ing sweat of the road-builders; 
Marvels at the patience of the shoe-salesm en;
And busies himself with digging worm s 
From  his sturdy painted ninth floor 
w indow  flower box.
—  D. S.
SWEATERVILLE, USA
THE MOST UNUSUAL STORE IN NEW  HAMPSHIRE
Sweaters, Sportswear
Fine Quality at Factory Low Prices
Portsmouth Mills Factory Store 
Maplewood Avenue, Portsmouth, N. H.
SPORTSWEAR FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
Mark of the Hawk
EARTHA KITT 
SIDNEY POITIER
SH O W N  IN THE STRAFFORD RO O M  
OF THE UN ION
Sunday Night April 16 
6:30 p.m.
ADMISSION FREE
'Mark of the Hawk" tells a dramatic story 
of Faith clashing with Fanatic Terroism 
in Modern Africa.
TAKES THREE TO WATER SKI
New Hampshire law requires two 
people to ride in a power boat towing 
water skiers. Besides the operator, a 
person must be in the boat to keep an 
■eye on the skier.
Former Vice President Richard M. 
Nixon recently made plans for “ a mod­
est, one story hom e” on a three-quarter 
acre lot he has purchased in an exclu­
sive subdivision o f Beverly Hills.
March 29 was Androscoggin County 
Day in the Maine Legislature, a repe­
tition of a biennial tradition.
Nigeria has enormous natural re­






A  cook for summer hotel
Modified American Plan
TW O  MEALS PER DAY
Average 25 people
$70.00 per week
plus room and board 
plus $100 bonus at end of season
Call (collect) York, Maine, 822
Crash Kills UNH Student
A  UNH student perished in an early 
morning auto crash April first, near Scar- 
boro, Maine. Raymond St. Ours of Bid- 
deford, Maine died when the car in 
which he was a passenger skidded off 
Route 9 and landed upside down in a 
brook.
St. Ours was a chemistry major. A  




LIFE INSURANCE COM PANY
Paul B. Allen '58
'Nothing Finer in Personal Life Insurance'
Tel. Dover SH 2-1642
DRINK MORE WATER! !
Professor Edward S. Brown in his 
study of the future water need in Man­
chester has emphasized the phenome­
nal increase in per capita consumption 
in the past 20 years. In 1939, he said 
the daily per capita use of water was 
75 gallons and in 1959 the per capita 
daily use had increased to 125 gallons, 








476 Central Ave. 
Dover, N. H. 
Tel. SH  2-5719
Eyes Examined 
Prescriptions Filled 











CAT ER IN G
Mon. Thurs., 11:00 a.m .-1:00 p.m.
4:30 p.m. -12:00 p.m. 
Fri.-Sun., 4:30 p.m.-12:00 p.m.
DELIVERY OF S A N D W IC H  
ORDERS OF FIVE O R  M O RE
10 Jenkins Court Durham, N. H.
U N  8-2712
This summer...live and study in New York City
LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY ̂ SUMMER SESSIONS
TWO 6-WEEK SUMMER SESSIONS 
June 12 to July 21 and July 24 to Aug. 31
DORMITORY ACCOMMODATIONS 
AVAILABLE IN NEW 
16-STORY RESIDENCE HALL
• Air-conditioned classrooms
• Small classes taught by 
regular faculty members
• Moderate tuition
• Day or evening sessions
• Located in downtown 
Brooklyn, 15 minutes from 
midtown Manhattan by all 
subway lines
• New dormitory facilities
• Registration by mail
Director of Admissions, LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY 
Zeckendorf Campus, Brooklyn 1, N.Y. ,
Please send me the summer schedule of courses and i 
admission information. I am interested in
□  The College of Liberal Arts and Science
□  The College of Business Administration
□  The School of Education □  The Graduate School |
□  I would like to arrange for dormitory accommodations i








do they fall for you head first?
They do if you use ‘Vaseline’ Hair Tonic on your, head 
first! Most men use water with their hair tonic and 
‘Vaseline’ Hair Tonic is specially made to use with water. 
Water evaporates, dries out your hair. Alcohol and cream 
tonics evaporate, too. But ‘Vaseline’ Hair Tonic won’t 
evaporate. It’s 100% pure light grooming oil — replaces 
oil that water removes. And just a little does a lot!
it’s clear J*
it’s clean. . .  it’s
VASELINE HAIR TONIC
•VASELINE’ HAIR TONIC IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF CH ES EBROUG H • PON D'S INC.
